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Abstract
Background: We have previously developed a custom-design thoracic bone scintigraphy-speci�c
phantom (hereafter referred to as “SIM2 bone phantom”) to assess image quality in bone single-photon
emission computed tomography (SPECT). This study aimed to develop an automatically assessment
system for imaging technology in bone SPECT and to demonstrate the validity of this system.

Methods:We were able to generate more realistic phantom con�gurations of the thorax, spine,
mediastinum, and lung. Four �llable spheres as bone metastases with diameters of 13, 17, 22, and 28
mm were inserted in the vertebral body. The newly developed software with statistical parametric
mapping version 2 was automatically calculated for quantitative indexes (e.g., contrast-to-noise ratio, %
coe�cient of variance, % detectability equivalence volume, sharpness index). The repeatability and
reproducibility of the contrast-to-noise ratio was assessed and compared between the automatic and
manual methods. A detectability score (DS) was used to de�ne the four observation types to score the
hot spherical lesions whichwere classi�ed with the quantitative indexes using decision tree analysis. The
gold standardfor DSs was independently classi�ed by three expert board-certi�ed nuclear medicine
technologists using a 4-point classi�cation (1, poor; 2, average; 3, adequate; 4, excellent); thereafter, a
consensus was reached. To assess the validity of the DS, the DS classi�ed with Hone Graph was
compared to the visual evaluation by 11 technologists (using the same score).

Results: The repeatability and reproducibility of the software were shown to be excellent. Decision tree
analysis produced seven terminal groups, and four quantitative indexes were used to classifying the DS.
The automatically classi�ed DSs exhibited an almost perfect agreement with the gold standard. The
agreement between the Hone Graph and the experienced (n = 4), moderately experienced (n = 3), and
inexperienced (n = 4) observerswas almost perfect, substantial, and moderate, respectively.

Conclusions: The developed software could automatically classify the detectability of hot lesions in the
SIM2 bone phantom using the self-calculated quantitative indexes. These �ndings suggest that this novel
software could provide a means to automatically perform analysis after data input that is both excellent
in convenience and repeatability.

Background
Bone scintigraphy has been widely used to detect bone metastases in patients with cancer for several
decades. The sensitivity for single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) imaging has been
reported to be higher than that for planar imaging in bone metastases detection [1–3]. Recently, with the
rapid development of imaging technology, such as applied iterative reconstruction or SPECT coupled with
computed tomography (SPECT/CT), the necessity of bone SPECT has become a highlight in clinical
practice [4]. Consequently, bone scintigraphy has gradually shifted from reliance on planar whole-body
imaging with additional spot planar imaging to additional SPECT or SPECT/CT imaging [5]. In particular,
spine SPECT can be useful since the spine is the most common site of skeletal metastases [2].
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Assessment of image quality for bone SPECT, especially detectability, is important to better understand
the variations in image quality with system performance and imaging technology. Although visual
analysis is needed to assess the detectability of lesions, it has poor inter-observer agreement [6]. Rose et
al. established that a contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) greater than 5 was required to detected a small lesion;
hereafter, referred to as Rose criteria [7]. Moreover, several studies in nuclear medicine have recently
addressed the association between the CNR and the detectability of hot lesions [8–11]. However, it is
known that Rose criteria [7] will change with either the lesion size or pixel size [12]. A few studies have
reported that multiplying CNR by any measure of volume for lesion (e.g., square root of numbers of
pixels), gave an alternative index that was relevant to detectability [8, 13].

Low accumulations may be undetectable due to the display, the whitish nuclear medicine images are
generally displayed in inverted grayscale using 256 steps from white to black. Consequently, the
detectability of hot lesions is affected the maximum intensity values in the entire slices, and for a lesion
to be detectable, it will need to be over a certain count compared to the maximum count. In other words, a
lesion will be no longer detectable when the counts of the lesion fall below a certain threshold of the
maximum count, similar to areas that are excluded from the delineating region of interest (ROI) using a
threshold value.

Imaging technology for bone SPECT has been poorly documented, partly due to the lack of an
appropriate experimental instrument, such as anthropomorphic phantom. Even if it was possible to use a
phantom, the image quality analysis would be extremely laborious, especially with regards to visual
analysis. Despite this, bone SPECT has been widely usable for more than a decade, and previous studies
using SPECT have mainly focused on diagnostic accuracy. In bone SPECT practice, immediate
optimizing of imaging technology to detect bone metastases is of critical importance. We have previously
developed a custom-design thoracic phantom to assess the imaging technology for bone SPECT [14].
The aim of the current study was to contribute to this growing �eld of research by developing a phantom-
based automatic assessment system for the imaging technology of bone SPECT. In the current study, we
focused on the relationship between detectability and the hot lesion volume at a certain threshold value
of the maximum value in the SPECT image, and proposed a novel quantitative index for detectability.
Furthermore, in order to elucidate the association between the quantitative index and visual detection, we
performed decision tree analysis and subsequent veri�cation.

Methods

Thoracic bone phantom
We have previously developed a custom-design thoracic bone scintigraphy-speci�c phantom (hereafter
referred to as “SIM2 bone phantom,” Kyoto kagaku co., Ltd., Japan) for bone SPECT to assess image
quality (Fig. 1) [14]. A phantom should be anatomically realistic, functional, and simulate a patient
thoracic vertebra with bone metastases. Hence, a �llable section within a spine required highly
radioactivity concentrations within a vertebral body. Furthermore, all sections in the phantom must have
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similar radioactivity and attenuation coe�cients to the tissue. We were able to generate more realistic
phantom con�gurations of the thorax, spine, mediastinum, lung, and bone metastases by constructing a
SIM2 bone phantom with an elliptical shape, a major axis of 310 mm, a minor axis of 210 mm, and a
height of 320 mm. The vertebral body and reference section were constructed in a cylinder shape with a
diameter of 36 mm, and height of 207 and 35 mm, respectively. Spherical lesion with diameters of 13, 17,
22, and 28 mm were inserted in the vertebral body. The spinous and transverse processes were T-shaped
containers with a major axis of 90 mm, minor axis of 40 mm, and a height of 250 mm. The lungs were a
semicircular column 170 mm in diameter, with a height of 300 mm. The phantom contained a 99mTc
solution to simulate the mediastinum, bone section (vertebral body, reference section, spherical lesion,
spinous and transverse processes) contained a bone equivalent solution of K2HPO4 (Molecular Imaging

Labo Inc. Japan) and 99mTc, while the lungs contained lung-equivalent solid (tough lung phantom LD;
Kyoto Kagaku Co., Ltd., Japan).

Study design
Our project developed a phantom-based automatic quanti�cation software package (hereafter referred to
as “Hone Graph”) to assess the imaging technology for bone SPECT images. The objectives were as
follows: 1) To automatically measure quantitative indexes for the SIM2 bone phantom; 2) to assess the
repeatability and reproducibility of the indexes; 3) to automatically classify the detectability score (DS)
with the indexes using decision tree analysis; and 4) to assess the validity of the DS compared to visual
evaluation.

Algorithm for image analysis
The algorithm for image analysis is as follows:

STEP 1

Using statistical parametric mapping (SPM) version 2, an input image (SIM2 bone phantom SPECT
image) is rigidly registered with a reference image. This process is performed to automatically set the
volume of interest (VOI) template for the quantitative index calculation in STEP 2. The reference image
was created by rigidly registering the teaching SIM2 bone phantom SPECT image with the SIM2 bone
phantom CT image. The input image after rigid registration is resampled to a matrix size of 360 × 360,
360 slices, with resulting voxel dimensions of 1 × 1 × 1 mm. The maximum count is then normalized with
a pixel value of 30,000.

STEP 2

The VOI template for quantitative index calculation is automatically set in the input image after rigid
registration (Fig. 2), and the quantitative indexes are calculated. This VOI template was created from the
CT image of the SIM2 bone phantom. The calculated indexes are as follows
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The percentage of detectability equivalence volume (%DEV): As an alternative measure of
detectability, we de�ned %DEV as the percentage of volume within a respective spherical lesion when
applying a 40% threshold of maximum counts in the SPECT image.

The CNR was de�ned here as follows:

where mean countsSL and countsNB indicate the mean counts in the respective spherical lesion (13–
28 mm) and normal bone, respectively. SDNB indicates the standard deviation of the normal bone.

The correcting CNR for %DEV (CNR%DEV) as a measure of detectability; multiplying the CNR by the
%DEV gives the CNR%DEV.

The percentage of coe�cient of variation on normal bone and reference section (%CVNB and %CVRS):
The %CVNB and %CVRS were calculated by dividing the SD by the average count of VOIs within the
normal bone and reference section, respectively.

The target-to-normal bone ratio (TNR): The TNR was calculated as the count ratio of the respective
spherical lesion (13–28 mm) to the normal bone.

The sharpness index (SI): The SI is an index of spatial resolution used to eliminate the in�uence of
background [15], which was taken as the maximal slope at 6 pixels by calculating the mean line-
pro�le curve on 160 central transverse images of the spinous process (Fig. 2b).

STEP 3

Using the calculated quantitative indexes, automatically classify DS (see below).

STEP 4

Output the image quality assessment result (performance report) of the input image.

All SPECT data in this study were automatically measured for quantitative indexes using Hone Graph
(version 1.0; Bone SPECT conference, Japan).

Radioactivity concentration
The amount of radioactivity usually administrated for bone scintigraphy (including SPECT) is 740 MBq;
50 kBq/mL of 99mTc phosphate compounds was taken as an appropriate amount of radioactivity to
represent the radioactivity uptake in the normal vertebra approximately 3 hours after intravenous injection
[16, 17]. The radioactivity concentration of bone metastases should be 4-fold greater than that of normal
bone [18]. Therefore, the mediastinum, normal vertebra, and hot spherical lesions of the SIM2 bone
phantom were �lled with 8 kBq/mL 99mTc solution and 50 and 200 kBq/mL 99mTc K2HPO4 solution
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(Molecular Imaging Labo Inc.) of bone equivalent density, respectively [19]. It is not always necessary to
use bone equivalent density solution to prepare the phantom.

Image acquisition and reconstruction
SPECT images were acquired with a dual-head gamma camera equipped with a low-energy high-
resolution collimator (Symbia Intevo hybrid SPECT/CT scanner, Siemens Healthineers, USA). The SIM2

bone phantom was positioned at the center of rotation and acquired for a total of 15 minutes. SPECT
acquisitions were performed using the following parameters: Energy window, 15% at 140 keV; lower sub
window, 15% for scatter correction; 128 × 128 matrix and 1.0 zoom (with a 4.8 × 4.8 mm2 pixel); 90 views
over 360 degrees; 60 seconds per rotation; and continuous mode through the elliptical orbit.

SPECT images were reconstructed for the 3-, 5-, 7-, 10-, and 15-minute timepoints after acquisition of the
full 15 minutes using ordered subset expectation maximization with depth-dependent three-dimension
resolution recovery (Flash3D) reconstruction; 2 subsets; 24 iterations; and 0 (i.e., without Gaussian post-
�lter), 4.8, and 9.6 mm full width at the half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian post-�lter. Scatter correction,
using lower scatter window subtraction (dual energy window method), and CT-based attenuation
correction were performed, and uncorrected images were also reconstructed. Thereby, 30 SPECT image
sets were reconstructed for the development and validation of Hone Graph. In addition, to evaluate of the
repeatability and repeatability of Hone Graph, the 15-minute acquisition data were reconstructed with an
approximately ± 50-mm X, Y, and Z-axis shift to the rotation center.

CT scanning, involving a 4.0-mm slice thickness, was performed at 130 kV, with dose modulation and a
quality reference of 60 mAs. The CT data were reconstructed using the kernels of H08 SPECT AC for CT-
based attenuation correction.

Image analysis
For the assessment of repeatability and reproducibility, the CNR was calculated at seven SPECT images
with (6 images) or without (1 image) a pixel shift to the rotation center by four expert board-certi�ed
nuclear medicine technologists (BCNMTs). Automatic VOI-analysis using Hone Graph and manual ROI
setting using ImageJ software (1.51 National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) were performed.
Repeatability was evaluated as the mean %CV of seven SPECT images by four BCNMTs. Furthermore,
reproducibility was evaluated as the mean %CV of four BCNMTs on seven SPECT images. Four BCNMTs
were blinded to the information about the SPECT images that the seven SPECT images were
reconstructed from same projection data.

Visual analysis
To de�ne the gold standard for the DS, three expert BCNMTs with more than 15 years of clinical
experience in nuclear medicine practice independently classi�ed the detectability of hot spherical lesions
based on the following criteria:

The DS of lesions is as follows:
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1. Poor (not observed as a hot lesion)
2. Average (just acceptable)
3. Adequate (de�nitely observed but with diagnostically relevant noise and/or blurring)
4. Excellent (de�nitely observed without diagnostically relevant noise and blurring)

To assess the validity of the classi�ed DS with Hone Graph, four experienced BCNMTs (≥ 10 years), three
moderately experienced (3–10 years), and four inexperienced (< 3 years) nuclear medicine technologists
(who were offered study speci�c instructions and opinions on image interpretation) classi�ed the DS
based on the aforementioned criteria. Hot lesions of 13, 17, and 22 mm in the vertebra of 30 SPECT
images (i.e., 90 lesions) were observed in axial, sagittal, and coronal views, respectively, in inverted gray
scale.

Statistical analysis
The CNR measurement reliability was assessed by intraclass correlation coe�cient (ICC). Decision tree
analysis was performed to analyze quantitative indexes equating the DS to the gold standard. A
conditional inference tree was built using R software (version 3.5.3) [20]. Differences between two values
of each DS group were tested for signi�cance using Mann-Whitney U test. The categories of DS were
compared with an unweighted kappa coe�cient for assessment of agreements between the result of the
Hone Graph and all observers. Agreement was graded as slight (kappa value < 0.20), fair (≥ 0.20 and < 
0.40), moderate (≥ 0.40 and < 0.60), substantial (≥ 0.60 and < 0.80), and almost perfect (≥ 0.8 up to 1).
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 23.

Results
The SIM2 bone phantom was simulated a patient thoracic vertebra with various sizes of bone
metastases, as demonstrated in Fig. 3. The transverse slices (Fig. 3a, c, d) correspond to a plane
intersecting the 17-mm sphere, while the sagittal slice (Fig. 3b) corresponds to a plane intersecting the
13–28-mm sphere and the reference section insert.

Quantitative index
Figure 4 shows a brief version of performance report. The detectability of hot lesions and the noise
characteristics of normal bone and background are indicated by color variations (red to green). Additional
data about the quantitative indexes can be found in a detailed version of the performance report.

Repeatability and reproducibility of the quantitative index
Figure 5 shows the distribution of the CNRs by four experienced BCNMTs (A to D) using both the Hone
Graph and the manual method. In the manual method, the CNRs were shown to be up to 3 or 4-fold
different at most in terms of individual lesion sizes, whereas, Hone Graph yielded almost the same result
in each lesion. The repeatability of the existing manual method was 39.6% (range, 18.3–55.8), whereas
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that of Hone Graph was consistent across each of the four BCNMTs in the seven SPECT images (i.e., 0%).
The reproducibility of the manual method and Hone Graph were 13.2% (range, 5.4–24.6) and 1.7% (1.2–
2.2), respectively. The intra-observer reliability (ICC) of the manual method and Hone Graph for every hot
lesion was 0.60 (95% con�dence interval, 0.43–0.77) and 1.00 (95% con�dence interval, 1.00–1.00),
respectively.

Decision tree analysis
The results of decision tree analysis based on quantitative indexes and DS are depicted in Fig. 6. The
analysis produced seven terminal groups, and four quantitative indexes were used to classify the DS. The
�rst decision node at the top shows that %DEV was the index that was most associated with DS. The
branches show that a cut-off value of 14.215% was best to stratify for DS 1 to 2 and DS 3 to 4.
Subsequently, the decision nodes in both branches were further divided by CNR. No further split was
performed in DS 1 and 2, or in lesions with a CNR less than 10.45. Those with a CNR more than 10.45
were further strati�ed by TNR, anew CNR and SI. In the comparison of the classi�cations by Hone Graph
and the gold standard, the resulting percentage agreement (PA) and kappa coe�cient were 99% and 0.98,
respectively (Table 1). The software neither overestimated nor underestimated the classi�cations, and the
correlation between Hone Graph and the gold standard was almost perfect.

Table 1
Frequency table showing classi�cations made
by Hone Graph compared to the gold standard

  Gold standard

Hone Graph 1 2 3 4 Total

1 24 1 0 0 25

2 0 5 0 0 5

3 0 0 29 0 29

4 0 0 0 31 31

Total 24 6 29 31 90

Validity of the DS with Hone Graph
A comparison of the classi�cations by Hone Graph and eleven observers are shown in Table 2. The PA
and kappa coe�cient between Hone Graph and all observers were calculated. On average, the PA
between Hone Graph and experienced BCNMTs, moderately experienced, and inexperienced nuclear
medicine technologists were 85% (range, 79–92), 67% (51–80), and 38% (11–62), and the mean kappa
was 0.82 (range, 0.70–0.94), 0.54, (0.34–0.72), and 0.32 (0.15–0.49), respectively. As a result, the
correlation between Hone Graph and experienced BCNMTs, moderately experienced, and inexperienced
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nuclear medicine technologists was almost perfect, moderate, and fair, respectively. As such, Hone Graph
corresponded closely to the observation of experienced BCNMTs.

Discussion
The aim of this study was to develop an automatic quanti�cation package for phantom-based image
quality assessment of bone SPECT and to assess its validity. The software could automatically classify
the DS of hot lesions in the SIM2 bone phantom using the self-calculated quantitative indexes. The
excellent agreement of DS between Hone Graph and the observation of expert BCNMTs was indicated.
The most interesting �nding was that the %DEV was the most strongly associated index with DS.

Hone Graph, allows easy assessment and reliable results of image quality (e.g., CNR, %CV, and
detectability) with excellent repeatability and reproducibility since, the software can automatically
calculate the indexes simply by selecting SPECT image �les. Moreover, the report will be visually easier to
understand for a wide range of experiences. Our �ndings underscore that the detectability calculated by
Hone Graph almost perfectly agreed with that of expert BCNMTs. Thus, Hone Graph is not only easier, but
also may improve repeatability and reproducibility for quality assessment in bone SPECT. The
repeatability and reproducibility for Hone Graph was signi�cantly superior than those for the results of
experienced BCNMTs performed ROI analysis. Hone Graph provided the same results when the same
SPECT data were repeatedly measured. Notably, misalignment of the settings of the phantom will not
substantially affect the results. Owing to the rigid alignment to the reference image and resampling to 1-
mm pixel size, the in�uence of shift alignment will be signi�cantly decreased, especially in small spheres
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such as those that are 13-mm, given that the pixel size of bone SPECT images is generally approximately
5 mm and the bone SPECT images will be affected by shift alignment.

In the several indexes calculated using the software, the most strongly associated index with DS was
%DEV; thus, this was selected as the �rst node in the decision tree analysis. We de�ned %DEV as an
alternative index for detectability, and in our preliminary experiment, a threshold value of 40% was
optimal. Subsequently, classi�cations between DS 1 and 2 and between DS 3 and 4 showed detection
performance with a certainty of 100% and required %DEV for 14.215%. Then, the classi�cation between
DS 1 and 2 indicated whether hot lesion was barely detected, was performed with CNR for 5.25. This
value is in agreement with our earlier observations, which showed that observable lesions have a CNR
greater than 5 with the Rose criteria [7]. Indeed, in the present study, only one out of 65 detectable lesions
did not have a CNR greater than 5. Although decision tree analysis indicates a strong correlation between
DS and not CNR > 5, %DEV > 14% was found on detection of hot lesion. Hitherto, several previous reports
have demonstrated that decision tree analysis provides a new incremental value in nuclear medicine [21,
22]. In the current study, the reason for the weak correlation between DS and CNR can be attributed to the
fact that only hot lesions with a CNR from 4 to 6 were included. Indeed, many studies have only focused
on only CNR for the detection of hot lesions; thus, its potential effects on the lesion volume and
maximum density in the image may be neglected [11, 12, 23, 24]. However, prior studies have also
highlighted the importance of a quantitative index with CNR and lesion volume for detectability [8, 13].
These previous reports focus on the number of pixels in the lesion ROI, although comparison of images
of different pixel sizes is impossible. In the current study, CNR%DEV was calculated according to the CNR,
and a factor for lesion volume was not also associated with the detectability of hot lesions. One
unexpected �nding was that the SI, free from in�uence of background and noise as a resolution
characteristic, was poorly associated with the DS, despite the �nding that hot lesions were blurred in
virtue of the 9.6 mm Gaussian �lter.

Given that visual analysis may lead to greater inter-observer variation and more laborious work, previous
studies have substituted CNR for detectability [8–11]. Although quantitative indexes, such as CNR,
strongly correlate with detectability, measurement of CNR using manual ROI settings showed signi�cant
inter-observer variation in this study. In the manual measurement of CNR, variation between observers is
one of the primary reasons for variation in the CNR, irrespective of the length of experience [25]. In the
manual method, the CNRs exhibited great difference of more than three times that of inter-observer,
whereas Hone Graph provided stable results. The intra-observer variation for the manual method was
approximately 10%, although the method signi�cantly underperformed Hone Graph. Very few studies
have evaluated the inter-observer reproducibility of ROI analysis, and it has been largely neglected in
phantom-based studies. The excellence in repeatability and reproducibility of Hone Graph is supported by
previous studies that demonstrated the validity of SPM [26, 27]. Regarding detectability, the results
showed that classi�cation of the DS using Hone Graph was in almost perfect agreement with the gold
standard, and in excellent agreement with experienced BCNMTs. However, with each decrease in year of
experience, the agreement with the DS of Hone Graph also decreased. This variation between years of
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experience is in line with previous studies that demonstrated that the performance in the interpretations
improved with experience, although between clinical study and phantom study is different as the
observers know where to look for the lesions [28, 29].

Even when using a different device or acquisition parameter (e.g., pixel size or acquisition time), Hone
Graph will likely be useful to serve as comparison for image-to-image variation due to pixel size
resampling and normalization of count distribution. Hone Graph, the phantom-based method, is
considered to be a simple and convenient method to understand differences in gamma camera system or
imaging technology. As an extension of this idea, standardization of bone SPECT imaging technology
may be possible utilizing Hone Graph. Quantitative indexes are usually calculated on the central slice
though the target (i.e., two-dimensions only), whereas Hone Graph using VOI (i.e., three-dimensions)
though showed excellent reproducibility. The CNR measurement using ROI retains the potential to pose a
serious problem for reproducibility due to variation in pixel size or a slice though the target that is off-
center. The use of ROI analysis will lead to di�culty in comparison of CNR, even in variation of pixel size
alone [12].

Many studies published on lesion detection in bone SPECT highlight the importance for [1–5] nuclear
medicine technologists to maintain adequate imaging technology for bone SPECT. However, to the best
of our knowledge, almost no reports have described imaging technology for bone SPECT. The rapid
SPECT/CT protocol has a potential impact on the acquisition of SPECT/CT, although the scan protocol
has not been shown to be able to detect smaller or weaker lesions. Conversely, phantom-based image
quality assessment assists in developing a greater understanding of imaging technology, and the ability
to detect small lesion. In terms of quality assessment, the accuracy of quanti�cation, repeatability, and
reproducibility are of the utmost importance, all of which are possible with the software.

As a limitation in our study, we assessed the proposed software using only one gamma camera system
and limited parameter ranges of imaging technology. The maximum value in the reference section is a
criterion value that is used to assess image quality using Hone Graph, although the maximum value in
the reference section may be decreased by Gibb’s artifact, which can lead to overestimation of the DS in
lesions [30]. Even after optimization based on the proposed method, additional assessment with a
physician for clinical image is likely to be needed due to the structural difference between the phantom
and the human body. It is conceivable that the Hone Graph program can assess bone SPECT images
among multiple centers; however, the quantitative index, other than the DS calculated by the program, has
no criterion value. Further multicenter studies are required to de�ne criteria to optimize imaging
technology for bone SPECT. With increased volumes of SPECT images, Hone Graph may evolve to
machine learning in the same way as random forest or support vector machine.

Conclusions
We developed quanti�cation software for bone SPECT that performs after data input to output
automatically, and is excellent in terms of reproducibility and accuracy. Detectability was classi�ed with
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both %DEV, CNR, TNR, and SI. Hone Graph may have the potential to be used as a tool for the
standardization of bone SPECT imaging technology; however, there is a need for further studies to test
our �ndings with other devices in the future.
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Figure 1

SIM2 bone phantom with spine components. a) Frontal view, b) spine components, and c) superior view
of the SIM2 bone phantom. Diagrams of the SIM2 bone phantom:d)Frontal view and e) superior view.

Figure 2

Volumes of interest (VOI) and line-pro�le setting. a)VOI template. b)The mean count pro�le curve (blue
line) of the central 160 slicesisindicated by the dashed lines.Two red lines indicate the left-right maximal
slop at 6 pixels. Distance and pixel intensity are expressed in mm and normalized pixel values,
respectively.
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Figure 3

Typical SPECT and CT image of the SIM2 bone phantom. Top raw: a)transverse, and b)sagittal SPECT
images of the SIM2 bone phantom. Bottom row: c) CT, and d) fused single-photon emission computed
tomography coupled with computed tomography images.Vertebral body, tumor, and processus contained
K2HPO4 solution with a density equivalent to bone and 99mTc, and the body phantom contained 99mTc
solution.
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Figure 4

Performance report for the Hone Graph software. For example, with adetectability score of 13-mm, the hot
lesion showed as red is not observed as a metastatic.
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Figure 5

Contrast-to-noise ratios (CNRs) using automatic and manual methods. CNRs for a) Hone Graph, and b)
manual method by four expert board-certi�ed nuclear medicine technologists (A–D).c)Boxplot of CNRs
for the Hone Graph and manual method (same data as a and b).
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Figure 6

Decision tree analysis for the classi�cation of the detectability score based on quantitative indexes. Input
variable and P-values are given for each inner node (1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 10), and a boxplot of the detectability
score is displayed for each terminal node.
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Figure 7

Scatter plot showing the observed quantitative indexes against the detectability score of the gold
standard. In node 2, only one detectability score, using automatically classi�cation, was diverged from
that of the gold standard. The detectability scores classi�ed (1–4) in the human observer study (gold
standard) are presented in red, orange, yellow, green, respectively.


